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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce a new fashion of quantum LFSR-based stream cipher. The basic component of
LFSR based stream cipher is the LFSR (linear feedback shift register), so we describe how to build a
quantum LFSR using the basic quantum gates. We have shown in our paper that this linear complexity
,period and statistical properties are identical with the classic case .We suggest a quantum stream cipher
algorithm which can be built and worked in the quantum environment.
Keywords: Quantum Computation, Quantum Cryptography, Quantum Shift Register, Linear Feedback
Shift Register, Stream Cipher.
1

INTRODUCTION

The world has witnessed in recent major
development in the information and communication
technology, Computer science has entered in all
areas of life, including the sending and receiving
information and protects an increasingly important
tremendously, Information sent and addressed to
me, and this requires careful secret storage of the
data to be sent. For the appearance of quantum
computing and quantum communication, it
becomes increasingly important to develop methods
for protecting quantum information versus the
opponent effects of noise [1][2][3]. Researchers
have developed in the field of quantum information
many techniques to protect the quantum
information [4][5][6]. Stream cipher systems that
are used a secret key in the process of encryption
and decryption, the stream cipher systems are one
of the types of modern stream cipher systems and
very important [7]. Advantages of these systems it
is the most common and widely used in the field of
encryption at the present time, because it has
significant advantages including does not increase
the errors in case they occur and ease of use in
practical applications, in addition to the speed of
execution. The algorithm are used to generate the
key sequence are determined The security of stream
cipher [8]. In the Y-00 protocol was to provide an
accurate interpretation of the origin of the Security

Y-00. Despite the fact that Y-00 protocol depends
classical random and uncertainty. The Y-00
protocol was able to achieve a secure symmetric
key at high speed (Gbps) and for long distance
(1000Km). Although some researchers say that in
Y-00 protocol is identical to the classical
cryptography. In fact, he has no traditional
analogue; gives also generalize even in the classical
cryptography [9, 10].
2

SHIFT REGISTER WITH FEEDBACK

Each shift register consists of flip-flops. Flip-flop
is a binary memory elements each of them is called
a stage. A number of these stages is determined by
the length and the degree of shift register
complexity and can involve most of these stages by
function called feedback function [11]. In each
pulse shifts contents of any stage to the stage that
preceded. Final stage shows where the output of the
feedback function. The resulting sequence of shift
register output is the content of the first stage.
3

LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT REGISTER
BASED STREAM CIPHER

A convenient way to achieve long pseudo
random sequence used by the majority but not all
stream cipher process is used. Represents
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generators sequential to maximum length are used
as part of the generators key stream in the stream
cipher, due to their good statistical and large
periods and less expensive implementation. A set of
stream cipher are used (LFSR-based stream cipher),
we mention the most common cases like SNOW,
SOSEMAUNK, A5 became necessary for the
cryptosystem designer to take into consideration the
appropriate standards for generator key stream used
in cipher. Some of these standards are: linear
complexity, period and statistical test of a key
stream [12].
4

QUANTUM LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT
REGISTER BASED STREAM CIPHER

In Fig.2 the quantum linear feedback shift
register based stream cipher (QLFSR-based stream
cipher) which includes the following steps:
•
•
•

Quantum shift register.
Quantum XOR gate.
Quantum feedback shift register.

QUANTUM SHIFT REGISTER

The main component of quantum shift register
(QSR) is swap gates. The quantum shift register is a
quantum circuit has the potential shift every data
qubit to the nearest deciding a specific direction.
Search more details in applications to arithmetic
calculation and bitwise operations on two qubits.
As is well known, the swap gate consists of three
C-NOT gates [13]. A quantum circuit which can
execute shift left on n-qubit data. There are many
applications of a quantum shift register. The shift
registers are mainly used in coding theory,
especially in quantum error correction and quantum
convolution code [14][15][16][17].

Fig. 1. The Quantum Left- Shift Register Which is
Composed of The SWAP Gates on n-qubit

5

6

QUANTUM LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT
REGISTER

The quantum linear feedback shift register
(QLFSR) is essential in building quantum stream
cipher algorithm. The length of quantum shift
register is determined by the number of qubits
(states), the contents of each qubit are shift to the
next qubit in each pulse, the outputs of final qubit
shows a quantum feedback function, the resulting
sequence from the quantum shift register is the
content of the first qubit.

Fig. 2. Quantum linear feedback shift register consists of
SWAP and C-NOT gate on 3-qubit.

|S S S ⟩ If we have a quantum register with length
|S S S ⟩ represent a data input, then applied the
algorithm of Quantum linear feedback shift register
as follows: The quantum shift register has a number
of positions. Each of these positions contains one
qubit. Quantum register in which all qubits can be
shifted one or more positions to the left or to the
right. Then the shift operation be as follows
depending on the swap gate. We do the shift
between data becomes S2 replace the S1, S3
replace the S1 and S1 replace the S3. The quantum
XOR function acts on the connection states in
quantum register, Choose connect state that achieve
the maximum period. For instance, if the number of
connection states in the quantum register is two
(like the connection between S1 and S2 in Fig. 2),
the quantum XOR gate action is as follows: the
second bit is the result of an XOR operation
between the first and second bite, while the first bit
is conserved. If we have the combination |10⟩, this
means, after transformation (quantum XOR): 1 for
the first bit (conserved bit) and 1 ⨁ 0 = 1 for the
second bit, so the quantum XOR of |10⟩
became |11⟩. After shifting work we apply a
quantum XOR function of connection states. The
quantum feedback function is representing the
outputs of quantum XOR function is positioned in
the final state (qubit) of quantum register. After
know the states of the existing connect between the
states, for instance, state of connectivity S1; S2
(give the maximum period). The output of a
quantum XOR function placed in S3. In general, let
⟩. We
the input quantum register as |
⋯
apply the SWAP gate between n states as follows:
⟩, SWAP2,3 we
SWAP1,2 we get |
⋯
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⟩, in
get, SWAP3,4 we get |
⋯
⟩. After
general SWAPn-1,n we get |
⋯
that we apply C-NOT gate. Fig.3 shows in one shift
we need (n-1) SWAP and one C-NOT.

Fig. 3. Quantum linear feedback shift register consists of
SWAP and C-NOT gate on n-qubit.

7

repeats itself, and the short period for QLFSR to
encrypt different parts of the plain text with the
same key stream, which causes a large breach. In
practice, the stream period must be long enough,
the plain text without repeating the key stream. As
long as possible compatible with the large state
space, this is produced by sequential maximum
length. Greatest period to ensure a good statistic
[19]. We define the associated matrix of a quantum
sequence, and show how it relates to the least
period length of the quantum sequence. A qth –
quantum sequence |xi⟩ over Fq (the Galois Field of
order q) has an associated q × q matrix (where
q=2k). We generalize the SWAP matrix (GS) as
follows.

QUANTUM LINEAR FEEDBACK SHIFT
REGISTER BASED ON STREAM
CIPHER OUTPUTS

Taking any possible state of any quantum register
in order to be as output, but we prefer to take the
output of the first state (qubit) in order to ensure
that the output is not linked to the initial value of
the quantum register. For instance, if we have a
quantum register with data input , then applied the
algorithm of Quantum linear feedback shift register
to compute the output keys as follows: quantum
register with length 2-qubit |S S ⟩, the output key
are S1; S1+ S2; S3. Quantum register with length
3-qubit |S S S ⟩, the output key are S1; S1+S2;
S1+S2+S3; S2+S3; S1+S3; S2; S3. Quantum
register with length n-qubit |S S S ⋯ S S ⟩, the
output key are S1; S1+S2; S1+S2+S3; S2+S3;
S1+S3; S2; S3 ⋯ Sn-1; Sn. A cryptosystem
designer it is necessary to take into consideration
the appropriate standards for key stream used in the
design of the system. Some of these design criteria
are linear complexity, period and statistical test of a
key stream.

=

1
0
⋯
0

0
0
⋯
0

0
1
⋯
0

⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯

0
0
⋯
0

0
0
⋯
1

And generalize the C-NOT (GC) matrix as
follows:
1 0
0 0
G = ⋯
⋯
0 0
Let A = (G ∙ G )
ith state vector.

0
1
⋯
0
×

x ⟩ = x ,x

⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯

0
0
⋯
0

0
0
⋯
1

, if one considers the

,⋯x

Then
x ⟩ A = x ,x ,⋯x
= x ,x ,⋯,x
,x
= |x

⟩

Hence,
|x

⟩ = |x ⟩ A For all i ≥ 0

(1)

7.1 Linear complexity
Define linear Complexity is the shortest n length
for quantum linear feedback shift register (QLFSR)
which outputs are identical to the original output
[18]. The linear complexity of the finite and infinite
sequence as follows: L(s) = 0 if the sequence of S =
00 ⋯ 0, L(s) = if no QLFSR generates the
sequence S, otherwise, the length of the shortest
QLFSR that generates s is L(s) where t is the
generated sequence and L is the linear complexity.
7.2 Period
Define the period for QLFSR, which consists of
n-states that the length of the stream before it

Lemma:
Suppose |x ⟩ is a qth quantum sequence over Fq,
with associated q × q matrix A. Then the state
vectors |x ⟩ are such that |x ⟩ = AI
. For all i = 0, 1,
2, ⋯.
Proof:
We proceed by induction on i. For i = 0, the
result is trivially true. It has already been verified
that |x ⟩ = |x ⟩A for all i ≥ 0. Assume the result
holds for the (i − 1) state vector |x ⟩, so
that |x ⟩ = |x ⟩, and consider the ith state vector,
|x ⟩ by equation 1; |x ⟩ = |x ⟩A for all i ≥ 1 and,
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using the inductive hypothesis, we have|x ⟩ =
|x ⟩AI− 1A = |x ⟩AI for all i ≥ 0. Thus, by
mathematical induction, the lemma is proved. So by
lemma, |x ⟩ = |x ⟩A
=|x ⟩A = |x ⟩ for all
i ≥ 0. Therefore, n is a period length of the purely
periodic quantum sequence |x ⟩. For instance, for
tow state:
Shift = [SWAP , ∙ CNOT , ]
|Shift ⟩ = |0 0 ⟩⟨0 0 |
+ |1 1 ⟩⟨0 1 | +|0 1 ⟩⟨1 1 |
+|1 0 ⟩⟨1 0 |
|Shift ⟩ = |0 0 ⟩⟨0 0 |
+ |1 0 ⟩⟨1 1 | +|1 1 ⟩⟨1 0 |
+|0 1 ⟩⟨0 1 |
|Shift ⟩ = |0 0 ⟩⟨0 0 |
+ |0 1 ⟩⟨1 0 | +|1 0 ⟩⟨0 1 |
+|1 1 ⟩⟨1 1 |
SWAP , ∙ CNOT , =
|0 0 ⟩⟨0 0 | + |0 1 ⟩⟨0 1 | +|1 0 ⟩⟨1 0 |
+|1 1 ⟩⟨1 1 |
For n state.
Shift = [SWAP , ∙ SWAP , ⋯ SWAP
∙ CNOT , ]

,

= |0 0 ⋯ 0 0 ⟩⟨0 0 ⋯ 0 0 | +
|1 0 ⋯ 0 1 ⟩⟨0 0 ⋯ 1 0 | +
|0 0 ⋯ 1 0 ⟩⟨1 0 ⋯ 0 1 | +
⋯ + |0 1 ⋯ 1 1 ⟩⟨1 1 ⋯ 1 0 |
|0 0 ⋯ 0 0
|1 0 ⋯ 0 1
|0 0 ⋯ 1 0
⋯ + |0 1 ⋯ 1

⟩⟨0 0 ⋯ 0 0
⟩⟨0 0 ⋯ 1 0
⟩⟨1 0 ⋯ 0 1
1 ⟩⟨1 1 ⋯ 1

|+
|+
|+
0 |

|0 0 ⋯ 0 0
|0 0 ⋯ 1 0
|1 0 ⋯ 0 1
⋯ + |0 1 ⋯ 1

⟩⟨0 0 ⋯ 0 0
⟩⟨1 0 ⋯ 0 1
⟩⟨0 0 ⋯ 1 0
1 ⟩⟨0 1 ⋯ 0

|+
|+
|+
1 |

= SWAP , ∙ SWAP , ⋯ SWAP

,

∙ CNOT ,

= |000 ⋯ 00⟩⟨000 ⋯ 00| +
|000 ⋯ 01⟩⟨000 ⋯ 01| + ⋯
|111 ⋯ 10⟩⟨111 ⋯ 10| + |111 ⋯ 11⟩⟨111 ⋯ 11|
After n step to reach the identity.

7.3 Statistical Test
If we have a quantum sequence and required of
us evaluate these statistically, there are many
statistical tests to determine the behavior of a
quantum sequence statistically. Include these tests
(run test, poker test, frequency test, serial test, auto
correlation test and linear complexity test) [20].
These tests are generally testing the random
distribution, relying linearity between the
substrings of fixed length, and distribution ones and
zeroes in a quantum sequence. Is the level of
compression which can be implemented on
sequential test and if the quantum sequence
complexity enough to be random.
8

CONCLUSION

The linear complexity for quantum linear
feedback shift register (QLFSR) is identical to the
linear complexity in the linear feedback shift
register (LFSR) case. The maximum period for key
stream in (QLFSR) are the same maximum period
of key stream in (LFSR) case. The application of
statistical properties of (QLFSR) on sequential give
the same results of applying statistical properties in
the (LFSR) case. It is known in quantum shift
register that there are more than two connection
state, in this case cannot be used a quantum XOR
circuit but the circuit is used controlled swap
(fredkin gate). For instance, If the number of
connection states in the quantum register is 3 the
quantum fredkin gate action as follows: if the first
bit of Fredkin gate is 1, then swaps the last two bits.
In general, an n-input Fredkin gate has n-2 control
lines which pass through the gate do not change and
two target lines on which the values are swapped if
all the control lines have value 1.
9
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